Sugar Foot Rag

Hank Garland 1949

[A-part_Verse]

v1) Gonna get out my sickle, Gonna shine up my shoes
And meet my baby and tell the news
Bet my money on a sway back rag
Come home a winner with plenty of swag

Chorus 1) One foot, two foot, slew foot drag
Swing your honey to the Sugar foot rag
Diggin and Jiggin with a zig and zag
While the dulcimer plays that Sugar foot rag

v2) Got a big jug of cider and a little jug of wine
One for my honey and the other ones mine
Sip on the cider and sip on the wine
All sip together and have a good time

Chorus 2) One foot, two foot, slew foot drag
Swing your honey to the Sugar foot rag
Diggin and Jiggin with a zig and zag
While the guitar plays that sugar foot rag

[B-part_Chorus]

v3) Gonna spend my money and a git on a jag
Swing my honey to the sugar foot rag
Walk right up and stomp the floor
Swing up the middle with a shoofly four

Chorus 3) One foot, two foot, slew foot drag
Swing your honey to the sugar foot rag
Diggin and Jiggin with a zig and zag
Listen to Jerry play that sugar foot rag

TAG) Diggin and jigglin’ with a zig and zag
That’s how you play the sugar foot rag

(For fun variation of lyrics:
Put any instrument name in last line of Chorus 1 & 2
Put someone’s name in last line of Chorus 3)